Features and Benefits-THINLINE & MIDLINE*

- 3/4" TRACK
- 1/2" GLASS
- SINGLE GLAZED
- FRAMELESS OR FRAMED DESIGN
- FULLY DEMOUNTABLE & RE-LOCATEABLE
- 5/8" HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT ON 25/32" HEADER (THINLINE)
- 1 1/2" HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT ON 1 3/4" HEADER (MIDLINE)
- FRAMELESS SLIDING DOORS
- PIVOTING GLASS DOORS
- FRAMED GLASS OR SOLID DOORS GIVE IMPROVED ACOUSTICS
- POLYCARBONATE OR ALUMINUM DRY JOINTS
- POWDER COAT OR ANODIZED FINISHES
- ACOUSTICAL, & SAFETY LAMINATED GLASS
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Features and Benefits - WIDELINE

- 4 3/8" HEADER
- 3/8" OR 1/2" GLASS
- FLOOR AND CEILING TYPE
- CAN BE COMBINED WITH THINLINE AND MIDLINE
- SINGLE GLAZED
- DOUBLE GLAZED
- DOUBLE GLAZED GIVES IMPROVED ACOUSTICS
- 5/8" ADJUSTMENT
- THINLINE/WIDELINE; 1 1/2 ADJUSTMENT WIDELINE/MIDLINE
- FRAMED, OR FRAMELESS
- FULLY DEMOUNTABLE & RE-LOCATEABLE
- FRAMED SOLID OR GLASS DOOR
- FRAMELESS DOUBLE GLAZED SLIDING DOOR
- POLYCARBONATE OR ALUMINIUM DRY JOINTS
- POWDERED OR ANODIZED FINISHES
- ACOUSTICAL AND SAFETY LAMINATED GLASS
- VINYL FILM AVAILABLE
- COMBINATION_GLASS AND ANY OTHER 1/2 INCH MATERIAL IN THE SAME WALL (DOUBLE GLAZED ONLY)
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SEE REVERSE FOR THINLINE